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Introduction

Feel Free to Prosper Students
In Their Own Words

Once it is recognized, once you become aware of that Presence and its responsiveness to
you, you can never be the same. Once you learn to align yourself with the laws and that Presence,
you have achieved Spiritual Intelligence—true intelligence.
—Marilyn

Feel Free to Prosper students are men and women from all walks of life and from across
the globe—different backgrounds, financial situations, education and cultures. They are business
owners, entrepreneurs, solo-preneurs, sales agents, professionals, jobseekers, working moms,
coaches, healers, writers, artists, entertainers, students, retirees and even an Olympic champion.
This is just a small sampling of the countless results achieved by my students.
But they all have something very important in common. They share the one common
denominator required for all prosperity students—they are ready. They are ready to change,
ready to prosper, ready to move beyond limited thinking and beliefs into the potential they
intuitively feel exists for them. They just need to be shown what to do.

In Their Own Words

Following are students’ stories that are featured in my book, Feel Free to Prosper – Two
Weeks to Unexpected Income with the Simplest Prosperity Laws Available, from Penguin
Random House. Let these students inspire you in their own words with their genuine and
heartfelt accounts of the results they experienced with the Feel Free to Prosper program.
At the end of this eBook, there is a valuable free gift waiting for you.
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Organizational Leadership
Alison’s Story

I was first introduced to Marilyn during a free Feel Free to Prosper online workshop. I was
very intrigued by the mini-lessons and the postings of her students. I followed the students’
posts to the Feel Free to Prosper Network and read about their incredible results with the
lesson work. I remember posting a message to the network that I “couldn’t afford” to join the
new monthly program, but found it interesting. Marilyn instantly pointed out that I was
creating that reality with my words.
At the time that I found Marilyn, I was at the lowest financial point of my life. As a recent
immigrant to the U.S. with a young child, I had been unemployed for two years and my husband
had been laid off from his job. There were times where we had to choose between paying the
electric bill and buying groceries. I did not think that I had enough money to pay for the heating
bill, let alone for “Lesson One” of the Feel Free to Prosper program.
I was still very intrigued by Marilyn’s posted reply to me. I emailed her, and she said that if
I committed to purchasing the program, she would email Lesson One to me and I could send the
money in the mail at my convenience. I confirmed my commitment, began the lesson, and within
24 hours the manifestations started. I received more than I invested, much more. The most
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dramatic manifestations were forgiveness of a loan and a short-term nanny job that allowed me
to watch our son while earning over $300 each weekend.
Within two months I sought Marilyn’s help again as I was about to take my driver’s license
test. I had a phobia of driving and had not driven in over seven years. Marilyn gave me some
affirmations, and I passed the driving test! The day after I passed the test I received a phone call
for a job interview, and they wanted me to come in the next day. The job required driving (check)
and was for career counseling disadvantaged or widowed/divorced women. They offered me the
job on the spot and asked me to start the following day! Within one day I had a full-time job with
salary and benefits, including health insurance (which we had not had in two years). Two months
later I was able to purchase a new car (nicknamed Gladys, who has now accompanied me over
50,000 miles). The ability to drive again, and with confidence, was huge for me. Every time I get
in the car I say, “Thank you for peace of mind and a safe journey.”
Within six months the house across the street from us (from the apartment we were renting)
was put on the market—a double-unit house for only $30,000. We were able to purchase the
house and I became a first-time home owner. We are able to live in one unit while renting the
other out, helping to offset the mortgage payment and home repairs. Our garden has been
featured in the Garden Walk of Buffalo for the past two years and the living roof my husband
created has been featured in local and national media. Also, there is a wonderful community of
neighbors on our street.
A year into my job, I realized that the job environment was no longer the right fit for me and
I felt it was time to find a new job. I sought Marilyn’s help, and she offered to mentor me
privately. I had no idea where this money would come from. However, I trusted in Marilyn’s
teachings and I said “okay” with no idea of how I would pay her. A week later, I visited my dad,
and he handed me a check for the exact amount out of the blue!
Then one day, while following Marilyn’s guidance to manifest my ideal job, I felt guided to
visit the website of a college that I had not visited before. Under job postings, they listed a job
that was uniquely suited to my experience and background. Also, I dearly wished to return to
graduate school, as my ultimate career dream is to become a professor. But I felt that it was too
late for me to go back to school with a child to care for, financial obligations, etc. This job
included health benefits for the family, with an added benefit of FREE TUITION for me and for
family members! The job posting deadline had passed, so I thought it was too late, but my
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husband urged me to apply anyway and I sent in my résumé. A few weeks later, I received a call
for an interview, and they offered me the job!
I am now happier in a position that I enjoy, with positive interpersonal relationships at work,
and I am also twelve credits into my Master’s degree with a 4.0. The Master’s degree has another
exciting component as well. The program has a study group format which applies to 40% of
students’ grades. The study group can be the most challenging or rewarding part of the program.
I found a group of four other remarkable women and we have formed a cohesive, rewarding
group. We are becoming an important part of each other’s lives, and it is the best part of the
education program so far. One of the members of the group stated that it was serendipitous for us
to find each other, and our group name became “Serendipity” (Marilyn calls it “Synchronicity”).
I should also note that a large part of this job is driving, too—when I think over the past few
years, it’s funny how everything lined up at the exact right time!
I am now enjoying my return to academia and feel I’m on the right path towards my goal of
becoming a university professor. I will soon be applying to PhD programs.
Alison Wilcox
Buffalo, NY

Update: I received my Master’s Degree in April 2010—and again, returned for Marilyn’s
guidance to seek my next dream job. And I found it! I became a Senior Vice President for an
organization empowering girls and young women. I love what I do, and the people that I work
with. As an added bonus, my study group from my Master’s program created a side business—an
organizational leadership consulting company. My annual income has more than doubled since I
obtained my first job with Marilyn, and all this during a national recession!
I feel much more powerful now as I grow to understand more about the laws. I feel they
have firmly “taken hold” in my subconscious and that I am truly able to create the life that I
desire.
It’s been wonderful going through this journey with Marilyn.
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Web Designer
Russ’ Story

Marilyn’s teachings have instilled a number of principles that continue to influence my
life—gratitude, divine indifference, and one of my favorite sayings, “The universe is always on
time.”
Starting with Lesson One of her program, results began to appear almost immediately. I was
going through a number of changes in my life, establishing a freelance web design business,
selling my home, and dealing with relationship issues.
I was fortunate to have Marilyn’s direct guidance during this time. She helped me with
affirmations and visualization for receiving a price I wanted for my house—one that was higher
than I had hoped for before starting her lessons. In fact, the house sold quickly for within $100 of
that higher price. Not only did I attract a buyer, the universe had brought the RIGHT buyer for
my home, with additional negotiations for appliances and the closing terms making it a unique
and enjoyable experience.
My plan was to rent for three years until I knew what direction my business was going to
take, and whether I would need the extra space demanded by a home-based venture.
As the closing date loomed nearer and nearer, I was unable to find a suitable rental property
and expanded the search beyond my self-imposed price limit. My first viewing was of a loft in a
small village on the north shore of Lake Erie. I immediately fell in love with the place—
correction—I fell in love with the “space.” It was perfect not only in size, but the layout,
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location, colors, and “feel” were inspiring for a creative freelancer like myself: Thirteen-foot
ceilings with an 18-foot vault, 28 feet of windows overlooking the harbor and Lake Erie, and an
elevated rear deck and gazebo backing on to a marina. The only issue my mind struggled with
was the price. I made an offer to the owner somewhere between his asking price and my original
limit, then returned home and contacted Marilyn.
Again through her guidance and exercises, I went to bed that night knowing the loft was
going to become my home. Early the next morning the owner called with a counter offer only
$25 per month higher than my offer. Once again, not only was the price right, but the terms were
ideal for my needs, including early access to the unit which helped make my move easy.
I had planned on buying new furniture but found that my budget didn’t stretch as far as I had
hoped. While driving to yet another furniture store, I was contemplating whether to go over my
budget by $2,500 to purchase exactly what I wanted, or stick to my original budget and accept
less in terms of quality and style. On that trip to the furniture store I received a call on my cell
phone from a prospect from months earlier . . . and they were giving me a project worth $2,500.
Talk about the universe being on time!
Over these past few years I have returned to Lesson One several times and experienced
results every time. I strive to make gratitude and divine indifference part of my daily habits. I
continue to discover positive benefits in ways I could not have imagined when I first met
Marilyn through an online networking website several years ago.
Part of the “magic of Marilyn” is the simplicity of the principles that she teaches. Rereading books or listening to audio programs that I have purchased over the past twenty-five
years, I see now that the authors and speakers are talking about theories in harmony with these
universal laws, or even making direct reference to them. But none of it “clicked” or began to
influence my life until I came across Marilyn and committed to the deceptively simple exercises
in her lessons.
Most recently I have used her principles to help achieve a weight loss of twenty-five pounds
(and counting), and even to improve my pool game!
One important lesson was to not become attached to a specific item, person, or outcome, but
to believe that what you need will be brought to you when you need it. For example, had I not
secured the loft when I moved, the disappointment would be countered by the knowledge that the
perfect home would come to me at the right time.
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This understanding has helped me turn around situations that others may have considered
major disappointments in life. A business partnership that I had spent several thousand dollars
and almost a month working towards fell through at the very last moment. Was I disappointed?
Absolutely . . . but I also knew that had it been the right deal at the right time, it would have
closed. Two and a half years later I came to own that same business outright, and for
considerably less than the partnership was going to cost. Not only was the universe on time once
again, it saved me tens of thousands of dollars in the process!
That belief system, the knowledge I now hold at the very core of my being, has even helped
me in dealing with the end of a romantic relationship in my life.
Thanks to Marilyn’s teachings, every day I awake knowing the right people, the right
situations, and the right opportunities will come to me at the right time.
And that’s a great way to live each day!
Russ Jackman
Ontario, Canada
www.internetadvisor.ca
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Medical Doctor
Alexandra’s Story

For nearly twenty years, I was an OB-GYN doctor in private practice in New York. Shortly
before I met Marilyn, I decided that I would leave medicine and look for another business.
I first heard Marilyn on a conference call a few years ago and, although I can’t recall now
exactly what she said, I remember how her words spoke to me. I felt I had to telephone her right
after that call and when she answered I said, “Marilyn, I need your help!”
I became a student of the Feel Free to Prosper program, studying the lessons and doing the
homework. Immediately, remarkable things started to happen and unexpected money began to
arrive. I got a telephone call stating I won a free gas card and, at a business conference in Las
Vegas, I won hundreds of dollars in the slot machines in the first five minutes! Then during a
session at a personal development seminar, the teacher was demonstrating a game with money
and I obviously had the strongest intention to have the money because I won and went home
$795 richer! These and many other seemingly inexplicable examples of increased prosperity
continued to happen and it was certainly exciting!
It felt as though a slight shift in my thoughts could change everything. Of course I now
understand the absolute truth of that, but after a lifetime of negative thinking, focusing on the
positive and eliminating the old negativity was challenging. Being able to imagine and feel that
what I wanted had already happened required some serious practice. However, Marilyn’s lessons
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really helped me to overcome my old habits of worrying and, little by little, my thoughts and
then my feelings shifted. I realized that in reality, a slight shift is enough to change everything!
When I decided to leave medicine, I wanted a business that would allow me to have a more
balanced lifesomething that would bring a good income but also give me more time with my
family. I tried several different home-based businesses but never seemed to find just the right
one. Finally, I decided to study real estate investing and at an investment seminar I was
introduced to a home-based business that was different than anything I had seen before. I got out
Marilyn’s lessons and studied them again and I began having excellent results right away. It was
very easy to do and in my second week in that business I received a very substantial check!
Very recently, I used Marilyn’s teachings to learn to trust and follow the Universe’s
guidance toward the right path—and it has been most exciting! I recently became a Florida
resident, and I decided to apply for a Florida medical license because I felt that I still had a lot to
contribute and I could favorably impact people as a physician. Marilyn always felt that my true
calling was still in medicine. The process for medical licensure in Florida is fairly onerous and
took about a year, and then I was required to appear before the Board of Medicine. Initially I was
granted a license requiring direct supervision because I had had a significant six-year absence
from practice. But then I was guided to the right attorney who had the Board reconsider my case
and they issued me an unrestricted license! This meant that I could choose to work as a physician
in any number of different settings anywhere in the state of Florida!
I knew that I didn’t want to practice OB-GYN again. I wanted more regular hours and didn’t
want the same life I had before. I was guided to search the Internet and I found the perfect
opportunity where I joined an existing medical practice that was opening up a new location. My
new partner is a fantastic person and now I have regular hours, no night calls, and the income is
quite lucrative as well! And, I just closed my first real estate investment deal. The universal
principles just keep on delivering for me and life just keeps getting better and better. Thanks,
Marilyn!
Alexandra Taylor, M.D.
Coral Springs, FL
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Olympic Champion
Catherine’s Story

My name is Catherine Garceau, a passionate health advocate and Olympic Medalist from
Sydney 2000 in Synchronized Swimming. While my mission in life was revealed to me
following a life changing experience I had while hiking the Red Rocks, getting out of my own
way to make it happen created more struggle than I could handle . . .
You would think as an Olympic Medalist, life is just made for you. The truth is that even
someone with the drive and discipline to reach such an achievement in life can be just as
vulnerable to life issues and a “dark night of the soul” as others—and sometimes more so.
My journey has been one of following my passion and interest to find the underlying causes
behind dis-ease, which for me was fueled by a need to free myself of disordered eating
behaviors, depression, and anxiety. During this search, challenges always provided me with
insight or new important information. At the same time, going against the wind often left me in a
place of financial insecurity and scarcity.
At the dawn of my 31st birthday, I remember feeling upset, and discouraged to STILL be
living in a place of lack when, as everyone would always point out to me, I had so many
potential channels for abundance to flow in. No matter what the reason, I couldn’t get my mind
around the fact that I had the knowledge and passion to create so much value for myself and
others. I felt confused and doubtful about where to start. My challenge had always been to be
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way too hard on myself . . . it was now time to climb out of my own tailspin with regard to my
health, body, and financial lack.
Just as I was reaching deep within, Marilyn Jenett and I met through unusual synchronicity.
On our first conversation, I knew I had found the mentor/teacher I needed.
Marilyn’s wisdom of the laws of the Universe and her own striking successes she attributes
to synchronicity and guidance resonated with me very deeply, so I became a student of her Feel
Free to Prosper program. Her approach was like no other I had studied before. She made it so
simple that it became easy to apply the laws (unlike many other book philosophies I had tried to
apply to my daily life).
The lessons and recordings of her audio program produced incredibly fast results.
In exactly two short weeks, I manifested a dream “home,” job, and opportunity that was in
perfect alignment with my vision—to bring my health goals and spiritual quest and outreach into
action. It was the perfect environment to promote my own health and progress while also
creating and developing special healing programs for others.
Over the years of doing the prosperity work with Marilyn, I have used Feel Free to Prosper
to help uplift me through hard times. Every time, her work gives me a new level of appreciation
for its simplicity and efficacy. I’m a much more confident woman because of it. My zest for life,
resourcefulness, and intuition always get a spike when I use Marilyn’s principles. I become more
creative and financial avenues open up gracefully instead of with struggle.
I have often read and heard that prosperity in your bank account is nothing more than a
reflection of your conscious and subconscious programming around money and prosperity.
Change your mind, change your life. Easier said than done with our stubborn subconscious mind
and unique emotional landscapes. Marilyn, however, helps us understand how to gently work
with the subconscious so that it doesn’t put up resistance, and allows for a peaceful shift into
prosperity. I am a better wellness coach today, because I take into consideration this very
principle (of not causing too much resistance) when I select affirmations for each person. My
clients thank me for it, and I have Marilyn to thank.
Marilyn’s work was a catalyst for a great shift in my life, which I continue to honor and be
thankful for today. Magnetizing abundance in my life came from really understanding that the
Source is ultimately the Universe, and that it IS unlimited. Going deeper and deeper by applying
the lessons, I was able to change those feelings of separateness, poverty, and confusion to ones of
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complete Gratitude and Trust in the Universe’s plan for me. Today, I see how I attract a reality
that always matches my new feelings. If I don’t like what I see, I know it’s time to go back to the
lessons and uncover another layer of abundance!
God, Spirit, Universe, or Source (whatever we choose to call it) is ALWAYS there waiting to
be received into our lives, guide us, nurture us . . . and lead us in just the right direction, in the
right place, or to the right people, no matter what is going on in our present reality.
Marilyn’s own story of synchronicity and guidance and mastering universal laws has prepared
her well to teach us to receive.
Catherine Garceau
Montreal, Canada
www.catherinegarceau.com
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Spiritual Consultant
Shondra's Story

My story is really one of going from suffering, lack, and limitationliving under the
oppression of victimhood patternsto that of freedom to fulfill my spiritual destiny of helping to
heal a planet.
When I reached out and called Marilyn that day, my outer circumstances were dire, and I
had only $5 of my own to work with, but I already knew it was necessary for me to dare to do
what I could not yet see, if there was ever going to be something better for me and for my
children. I had already rejected the “slow death sentence of the soul”—that would have been to
just allow things to continue as they were.
I was a very dedicated, full-time, stay-at-home mom with four children ages eighteen
months to thirteen years, and in a stress-filled marriage. Their father, controlling and abusive,
had insufficiently addressed emotional/chemical imbalances that were very destructive to the
family. It had snowballed to the point where I could no longer keep it together emotionally for
everyone, with the constant strain of living on the edge of poverty and with no peace in the
house. I was drained emotionally and energetically, just barely keeping the family and myself out
of one crisis after another.
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I also knew there was something important for me to do that was beyond the context of
family, and that staying in such a vortex of negativity and lack would never allow me to get to it.
Things HAD to change, and I had already come to the realization that I was never going to
change him. I would have to make the change I needed to get myself and my four precious
children out of the hole we were in.
It was a long shot when I asked Marilyn to help me for the only personal money I had—$5
in my PayPal account—promising to tithe the rest as I could. I remember feeling some shame
that it was all I could offer, but even more, I remember the rising feeling of excitement when she
agreed. I knew I had cracked opened the door to my freedom. Because I felt so motivated to
bring change to my life, I was diligent about applying the program she sent me. The first form of
abundance that I remember was how it opened up love for me again. A beautiful, affirming
online connection who briefly partnered with me in business jump-started my spiritual consulting
and group work. That has grown to this day to include clients from about eighteen countries.
Marilyn’s program just seemed to work like magic as I applied it to my life, and money flowed
in the wake of my full heart.
Within a few months, I was living on my own with the children, growing my confidence and
personal income while functioning in my new role as a single working parent. By the end of the
first year, I was living with the children in a different home in the country, rented completely on
my own—without a man, a job, a regular income, or rent history of my own. Also, the universe
had literally gifted me with a great car with luxury features, one that I still drive today, three
years later. An elderly man had died and left his car to “someone in need” and I was the one the
universe chose! I continued to step forward in faith, employing the prosperity work and watched
in awe as our needs were being met.
Then came the point that I felt my spiritual path and work calling me to higher service and I
realized that I could no longer continue as sole caregiver to all of the children and have enough
time and focus to answer that call. The universe responded magnificently as family members
have become involved and their father has resolved many of his personal issues to help as well. I
recently found out that the children’s expenses and even higher education coverage is now being
offered to them through an avenue that was totally unexpected. Meanwhile, I am freed up to
pursue the important spiritual work I came to this planet to do.
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For me, it is not about how much money I possess, or that I live a life of luxury. Rather, it is
that I am abundantly provided for in my life and that my purpose on this planet is supported and
fulfilled in the carrying out of my spiritual work and making my contribution to humanity.
When needs arise, funds and resources just rise to meet the occasion. Like a recent
unexpected trip to Mexico for a seminar that cost several thousand dollars—within a week or so,
the funds for the trip were completely covered. My new website is being constructed for a mere
fraction of its potential $20K value. A professional service was lovingly rendered to me in a
comfortable setting, at no charge, in exchange for work I had already done. A dynamic new love
and healing work partner has shown up, available, and with all the qualities I specifically
“ordered” from my Universe. Life is SO GOOD!
As I look at my progression from where I was when I began using the Feel Free to Prosper
principles, I see how I was looking outside myself for emotional support, energetic sustenance,
and financial maintenance—all things which, in my present (empowered) state, I now experience
as completely provided from the Source within.
This is the grace of moving from an external economy focused on money (and fear of lack) to an
internal economy of love and trust in ever-present abundance
Shondra ~ Rose of Light
West Virginia
www.iamoneness.us
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Copywriter/Ghostwriter
Michael’s Story

Marilyn's Teachings Subtly Influence Events at Buckingham Palace!
Marilyn boldly states that with her teachings, you will have “the universe on speed dial.”
Well that was interesting because I'd been getting used to the exact opposite—slowness.
In the first week of applying Marilyn's lessons, for a ghostwriting project, I confirmed a
Foreword by Prince Philip and a Dedication by Lady Soames, daughter of Winston Churchill.
The universe loves speed! Wow!!! The Palace response, almost immediately followed by
Lady Soames' decision was like a double sonic boom, a cosmic cry to me saying, “This stuff
really works…”
A week later, the speed dial went crazy! I'd just finished writing my Feel Free to Prosper
affirmations when there was a knock at the door. Manuscript back from the Palace with agreed
Foreword (brilliantly composed by Prince Philip). General rejoicing!
Michael Ward
Copywriter and Ghostwriter
Isle of Portland, UK
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Real Estate Consultant
Minerva's Story

My name is Minerva. I am a 24-year old California Realtor and I am writing this with all
my sincerity and gratitude. I have been working with Marilyn's prosperity program, and
wanted to share the wonderful results I have seen, all within weeks of applying the lessons.
I have experienced amazing results, different and so much better than I had imagined, and
I believe it is because of the simplicity of the first lesson material. I have closed three
transactions, opened two new ones, and received many market analysis assignments from banks
(which pay agents fees). That's not all...I acquired four approved 'ready-to-buy' buyers too. All
of this since starting the lessons…and all of this is happening at the height of the 2009 economic
recession in the U.S.
I was a little concerned about something at first. I wanted more income but did not want
to take time away from my beautiful two-year old son. Well, guess what? Since applying
Marilyn's techniques in the first lesson I have manifested exactly what I affirmed. I always
thought of success as the quote I once saw: Success is being able to spend your time in your own
way. —Robert Morley.
Since all this income has been coming in and I am attracting perfect business effortlessly,
I have been able to save two whole days out of the week strictly for my son! I take him to the
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park, to the zoo, and we're creating so many wonderful memories, thoroughly enjoying the
simple moments, and best of all, my entire mind is there with him! It's incredible, and everything
I ever wanted. The best manifestation of all!
A couple of weeks later, as I was writing in my journal, listing all the unexpected
opportunities and income, I looked at my list and thought WOW! All of this within such a short
time frame! I was getting ready to leave for a four-day training trip. Listen to all that happened
before I left. An offer was accepted for one of my clients that I only took out twice. I received a
counter offer for another client. I funded on another transaction, which means it will close
within days. I found out that all went well with inspections for another transaction, which will
bring in a $2,500 bonus, and I got a referral from the same client.
I received three new Market Analysis assignments in one day—I usually get one or two
assignments a week. I met with new referrals and got an email from an agent I referred a client
to about six months ago. The client bought a house, it closed, and my referral check is on the
way.
I then went shopping for new clothes which I hadn't done in a long time!
Ok, that was right before I left…
When I came back only four days later, I had another client's offer accepted, two preapproved buyers ready to begin their search, one successful close and another ready to close, two
new escrows, a referral check, and a deposit in my account. All these great things were awaiting
me. And the trip was wonderful too, since my family came with me.
Ever since applying Marilyn's lesson work, I found myself with so much more spare time
to do the things I love and enjoy. It's then that I realized how much time we can waste on worry
and doubt, and trying to figure out in our head how we are going to accomplish our goals. Not in
my mind anymore…my mind is clear and peaceful and I trust that the higher power will provide
me with what I need, when I need it, in an effortless way. With my spare time, I do crafts with
my son, work on my scrapbooks, begin new projects, and just enjoy every moment of this life.
Another amazing manifestation once again put me in awe of the power we hold within. I
was listening to Marilyn's audio session about creating the feeling state of having it now. I was
right in the middle of the exercise, envisioning and feeling myself having these perfect clients
and getting them into homes quickly and effortlessly. My mind was there, my heart was
overflowing with joy, and then…the phone rang! I paused the audio and picked up the phone. It
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was a referral from a past client. Best kind of business an agent can hope for. He was ready to
buy, fully approved and wanted to meet as soon as possible. I set an appointment, and sat for a
moment in silence before returning to Marilyn's lesson. I was amazed. Later that evening, the
little old negative voice in my head starting to return: "The market is so tough. It's going to be so
hard to get him accepted in this market!" Well, I immediately replied, "Can't you see? The
universe sent me this client as a gift and not only is he going to be perfect, I will find him a home
effortlessly." Against all odds, I took the client out only twice to see properties before we found
his perfect home! Not only was it effortless, he truly is the perfect client. His family is so
wonderful and appreciative and his daughters are precious.
So much to be grateful for, it makes my heart sing! I have dreamed of this moment. I am
so happy, peaceful, grateful, and excited.
Thank you, Marilyn. I have a new outlook on life.
Minerva Paniagua
Real Estate Consultant
Manteca, CA
www.FindingMyPerfectHome.com
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Technology Company President and CEO
Poonam’s Story

A degree from a prestigious U.S. university, experience working as a respected scientist in
a multi-national mega-corporation, a dream house in a posh neighborhood, all the automobiles of
my dreams, a happy family with kids and a loving husband—what a beautiful dream. But alas!
The dreamer is a penniless, no basic education, no guidance kid of a bank employee badtempered father and housewife mother in a lower-class neighborhood.
That kid is now a grown up adult and does have a degree from a reputable U.S.
University, owns an aggressively growing multi-national software company, has a beautiful
dream house by the golf course, a loving husband that I chose and two lovely kids. Life is full of
comfort, beauty, and progress. I have confidence that I can attract anything at any time just with
my thoughts.
From nothing to a comfortable stage did not happen overnight, it took over 25 years. But
once I grasped the principles it was almost instant results.
In my journey from a humble background as a small girl from Kanpur to one of
entrepreneur in international business, I realized that the maximum growth ever experienced was
when I had internal matters handily in place.
Let me tell you, I was not a born genius; I was not given any opportunity that I did not
create. I grew up witnessing the pathetic condition of women in the social class in which I was
born. Not much support, or money, or resources were available to me. But I learned that the
principles that I applied to achieve something are universal. And that they can be mastered.
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They can be mastered and used at any time to create any desired results. When I was ready to
receive, support came in many different forms and sources.
A constant drive to improve made me go over many books that have been published.
Initially I was surprised to see that the things that went on inside my head before, during and
after the major breakthrough are the same things that are common in all achievers the world
over. These are the same sets of universal laws that have been taught by most successful people
and the oldest religions like Hinduism, and they work without fail. It is just a matter of what
religion or what teaching/learning method suits you. I found Feel Free to Prosper teaches the
same things, but greatly simplified for a learner to easily grab hold of and understand…
Several years ago I cut two pictures from newspapers and put them in my journal. One
was a picture of a golf course and another was a picture of a beautiful house with a grand
entrance. I had heard that if you can see your dream it can come true and I wanted to have this
grand house overlooking a golf course. Because my husband loves golf and he has always
worked hard to make me smile, I wanted to have it as a gift to him. I told myself that one day I
will have it.
Nothing happened for two years. Those pictures got misplaced. Then almost two years
later I found them again and at the same time applied Marilyn's Feel Free to Prosper teachings. I
looked at the photos, took a deep breath and repeated to myself that this is my house and I am
living there NOW. The next morning I went for my walk and imagined myself walking out of
that house. I already knew it was my house.
My husband received a promotion at his job and I manifested new contracts for my IT
services business. Less than two months later, I closed on my dream home overlooking one of
the most prestigious golf courses.
I also had a fantastic "mind over matter" incident happen around the same time.
There is a very reputable, extremely rich person in India whom I wanted to meet. I knew
him in his early teen years when he was without money, from a very poor family and surrounded
only by negatives.
I had forgotten all about him until about 18 years later when I read about him in the news
more and more. He is now a well known figure in India.
I wondered... how...where...could I possibly meet him? I tried and tried to reach him. I
made a trip to India and visited the city where he lived. But I could not reach him but he was
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just too busy and was surrounded by too many assistants and security. I came back to Chicago
and thought to myself, "He is coming to meet me, with all the time in the world."
A month or so passed and he came to Seattle for business. He was on a six-day trip to the
western part of the country only. He did not know where I lived on this earth and I doubted that
he even remembered me. Without going into too much detail, one thing led to another and he
called me. We spoke for hours catching up on both of our journeys. He then cancelled all of his
appointments and trips to other destinations, rescheduled his international flight and flew to
Chicago to meet with me and my husband. This is what Marilyn refers to as "synchronicity."
Since that time, one of the oldest companies in India approached me and I have partnered
with them in my IT business. They provide the infrastructure, manpower and knowledge that
have increased my business at least five to seven times over what it was previously and the
growth continues to be consistent.
My confidence is like a lion. I am a proven example that using these principles and
consistent faith does produce desired results.
Marilyn, I am so glad to see that you have dedicated your life to people in giving them
hope and tools to live happier and more fulfilling lives. It is indeed an open secret that one of the
oldest religions has taught that the universe is abundant. Abundant in all that is good and bad,
desirable and undesirable…wanted and unwanted. One gets what one ASKS for, not what he or
she meant to ask for.
There is a great emphasis on the power of the spoken word—Vani—in Hinduism. Vani
simply means we attract what we speak. So we must be VERY careful in choosing the words
that we use whether we mean it or not. Feel Free to Prosper teachings mirror that age old
wisdom.
Keep up the good work, Marilyn, and take it to more people who can benefit from Feel
Free to Prosper.
Poonam Gupta
Chicago, IL
www.iyka.com
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Communication Consultant
Felicia’s Story

When I met Marilyn through an online social networking website at the start of my new
home-based business, things were on shaky financial ground for me and my family, to say the
least. In fact, without the assistance of family members, my husband and I would have been one
of the foreclosure statistics because we just didn't know where the money would come from.
Then I met Marilyn and began putting her program and Lesson One into action. The results were
simply astounding. Quickly and with no extra effort on my part money started flowing in. I was
able to pay all my bills and felt like I could breathe again.
We had loads of money pouring in. I made more money that year in my business than I
had as a part-time college professor or in almost all of my full-time corporate jobs. My
husband's business was also doing quite well.
As I continued to become more and more successful in my business, I got busier and
honestly more complacent until finally I stopped doing my regular prosperity work. I figured I
had done the work already, right?
You can guess what happened next.
When I "fell off the prosperity wagon," little things started going wrong. Then one thing
after another started happening: unexpected medical bills, credit card issues, etc. A new client
would suddenly change her mind or we'd suddenly need a car repair we hadn't planned on—until
eventually, although I was busy and happy, my finances were once again not where I wanted
them to be. And when we suddenly found out we'd have to pay a very big chunk of taxes —we
found ourselves uncertain how we'd pay that month's bills.
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As I became more and more frustrated, I wondered what I could do to make a difference.
Then I remembered Marilyn and her lessons.
I assumed Marilyn had other students fall off the wagon as it were with the prosperity
lessons and end up dealing with many of the same problems they had before.
Well, that was me. And enough was enough.
I decided to get back on the prosperity wagon. I pulled out my Feel Free to Prosper
lessons and got back to work. And I wouldn't be writing this now if I didn't get fast results yet
again!
The very next morning I had an in-studio radio show interview. Several people in the
studio signed up to work with me. I got "out of the blue" orders for products and two days later I
conducted a teleseminar that brought in profit that also turned into monthly residual income.
And then the mail came—and in it was a check for $3500. Our mortgage was due and payable
online two days later. So two days before I needed it, the money arrived, literally and
completely Out of the Blue. We had no idea it was coming.
When Marilyn asked if I would consider participating as a student story for this book, I
was honored—and a little embarrassed. I'm not a person who lets successful activities fall by the
wayside. But I said yes because I want you to know that now that you have this information in
your hands, you have the power to use it to improve your life. And you can always come back to
it at any time, even if you fall off the wagon like I did. What's most exciting about these
principles is that they always work when you apply them the way Marilyn teaches. They don't
hold a grudge because you stopped or forgot about them. So forgive yourself and jump back on
the prosperity wagon with us. It's much better up here (Smile)
When I stay on that wagon and apply Marilyn's lessons, I always attract amazing results.
The special lesson words, visualization exercises (which I have even taught my 6-year old
daughter), the gratitude formulas and other program techniques produce a roller coaster ride of
business opportunities—and profits—like these recent results…
Doors began opening for me to meet and circulate with highly respected Internet
millionaires and one of them, also a best-selling author, hand-picked me to be a featured onstage
speaker at his live cross-country events for several thousand people.
As a communications consultant, speaker and coach, I was exposed to top level contacts
for joint ventures and sales of my products.
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My online presence and social networking reputation have grown immensely, potential
coaching clients have consistently booked at my full rate, and I am being hired as a keynote
speaker for thousands of dollars.
The growth of my business is just so exciting and I could go on and on, but the point is
that it's in no small part due to the lessons I learned from Marilyn that I am incorporating daily
into my life, trusting and knowing that things are going to be "outstanding" and wow, are they
ever—it just keeps getting better and better.
I am grateful for you, Marilyn.
Felicia Slattery
Chicago, IL
www.communicationtransformation.com
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Healthcare Finance Professional
Kevin’s Story

My favorite holiday is Thanksgiving. You never know who will be at my house on
Thanksgiving! Often people whom I haven't seen in years find themselves invited for
Thanksgiving dinner—we've had an off-Broadway actor and a Minnesota Viking fan. I am
always thankful for my friends and family and for our blessings and love to share my gratitude
with those I know and care for.
Around Thanksgiving 2004, my friend introduced me to Feel Free to Prosper. Marilyn
Jenett had a Gratitude conference call at that time and my friend thought I'd find it beneficial.
Well, the invitation to Marilyn's Gratitude Call has given me much to be thankful for.
She has reminded me how much gratitude resonates within me. After the call I started to
practice the things Marilyn discussed. Within a few weeks wonderful things started to happen.
First my real estate taxes were lowered then my Federal Income Tax was lowered.
A couple of months later, in early 2005, I signed up for lessons and the Feel Free to
Prosper program. And 2005 was a wonderfully prosperous year! After applying Marilyn's
lessons, I received a promotion at work. Along with the promotion came a sizable salary
increase—double digits! I received many offers and presents out of the blue that year. Now,
2006 is just nine days old and I have received a payment from a business that included my
principle investment plus 44% profit—just 21 days after I made the investment. As of 2009,
while working far less hours, I've almost doubled my 2005 income despite the recent challenges
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faced in the economy and I could very well surpass doubling my 2005 earnings. For all of this I
am thankful to God, my family, friends, and Marilyn.
Marilyn, you and your prosperity lessons are wonderful. Thank you for helping make
Thanksgiving last all year!
Kevin Higgins
Houston, TX
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Ghostwriter/Literary Consultant
Claudia’s Story

Feel Free to Prosper has completely transformed my life.
Back in 2006, I expected to break $100,000 for the first time in my life. Only missed it by
a few thousand dollars. Life was good.
Then my husband got “constant-attention” sick and my business all but ceased to exist.
Gone was my income, his paycheck, our savings, his 401K and profit sharing, our perfect credit
rating… By the time we hit rock bottom, we owed the world and couldn’t make payments.
Creditors called constantly. We didn’t even have the funds to declare bankruptcy.
Usually upbeat and positive, I lost my sense of “me” in the ongoing morass of our
troubles. I was so negative I didn’t care if I woke up in the morning. Finally, I tried something
I’d forgotten about: I talked to the universe, admitted I was out of ideas and asked for help, any
kind of help.
The very next day, Marilyn Jenett called.
It had suddenly come to her, she said, to get in touch with a mutual contact, who, during
their conversation, mentioned that my husband and I were having a lot of trouble—maybe
Marilyn could give us some help?
Can I say the rest is history? Because Oy, what a difference that phone call made!
In our first conversation, Marilyn pushed the right buttons to instantly dissipate my
gloom. I had to get back to being me, to being that positive-energy force that always attracted
clients!
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I immediately began reading her program, writing out the homework, and, after the
requisite week, listening to the recorded audio. Within days, my jazz-pianist husband landed a
gig. Then more gigs. Soon he’d gone from one gig a week to four or five with new possibilities
opening up everywhere. I was totally hooked.
Pretty soon I started getting results. A minor gig here. A slightly larger fee there. Before
long I had clients calling and students enrolling in my Ghostwriting Certification classes. Mind
boggling.
Not long afterwards when I got a referral to a high-ticket potential client, I knew it was a
done deal even before we met!
I wasn’t hoping, I knew my subconscious manifests my future and I had programmed my
subconscious using Marilyn’s teachings and techniques. There was never any question. We
signed a healthy contract at our second meeting—and I immediately bought the Feel Free to
Prosper program as a gift for my dear friend and included Feel Free to Prosper in every one of
my newsletters.
Because I know it works.
Because Marilyn has a piece of the truth that—despite her modesty—no one else has.
Because she has a way of putting the ease and logic in universal truths so that the “work”
is effortless, the transformation is painless, and the manifestations are guaranteed.
My husband recently passed away, which brought additional financial responsibilities.
But again, synchronistically and right on time, another high-ticket client arrived, just the right
person to work with during this sensitive period. My upcoming writing classes totally filled
without effort on my part. I also asked the universe, “What now?” and through inspired action,
founded my new publishing company, Iridescent Orange Press.
So, in answer to those who keep asking me how I always have a steady stream of clients:
This is how I do it. Marilyn’s Feel Free to Prosper Program has totally turned my life around and
put me in control of my own destiny again.
Best investment I ever made.
I'm back!

Claudia Suzanne
The Ghostwriting Expert
Tustin, CA
www.claudiasuzanne.com
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Fine Artist
Bev’s Story

When I first "met" Marilyn online in a social network forum, I was running in circles
trying to find success with my art. All my life, like so many artists, I'd heard the phrase
"starving artist," and all the sayings that went with it. "You'll never make a living at art." "You'll
always need to keep your day job," and so on. My financial situation was dire, but I really
wanted to work with Marilyn, so I took her posted comments to heart and simply trusted that
something would work out. Within a week, I received a bequest from the estate of an elderly
auntie, which was just enough to cover the cost of the Feel Free to Prosper Program. Practically
instant manifestation! Wow! I started to think that maybe Marilyn's state of mind was
contagious!
Over the course of several months, I worked on the lessons and things began to improve.
I got clearer about what I wanted to do with my art—animal portraiture—and I began to get
commissions. I learned how to do better marketing and began to apply it to shows. As a result, I
am better at closing sales, and have lost the fear of approaching strangers at shows. I take a few
moments to see which paintings they are interested in, and then go and speak to them about it.
Each piece I've done has a story attached to it, and it's the stories and the interaction with the
artist that make the difference. People like to be able to say they know the artist, and I've learned
that I'm not just selling my art—I'm selling myself as well.
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I used to be such a naïf. I thought I wanted to sit quietly painting and let people come to
me. The Universe led me to understand that what I needed was to learn to read people more
effectively. Having that skill has benefitted me immeasurably—not only in sales, but in
successful relationships, both professional and personal. I have several really close friendships
as a result, and those friendships are taking me in directions I might never have considered
without having learned "people skills." Hanging out with other artists is a lot of fun, and lately
I've even been going to a recording studio to help make a CD—even more fun!
I have also learned the value of PR and have developed good relationships with several
journalists. I've become the "go—to person" when they want an artist's viewpoint or information
about the local arts scene. This in turn results in more interviews and a higher profile. More
exposure equals more sales, which means more income.
A couple of years after taking the Feel Free to Prosper program and changing my
prosperity mindset, I manifested a trip to California where I had the great privilege of meeting
Marilyn in person.
Now I am working on marketing and fundraising plans and initiatives with the provincial
head office of the SPCA, and I recently purchased a large-format printer to handle my own work
and that of other local artists—another income stream. I am also writing a book to help other
artists learn what I've learned, and when it's published my income will take another big jump.
A lifelong dream of mine has been to create a strong sense of purpose within the scattered
and disordered arts community in my area. Together with another artist, I started an arts council
which quickly morphed into an arts foundation whose purpose was to create an arts centre in my
small town in Ontario. Approximately a year and a half after we defined our intention, an
"angel" stepped forward to fund the centre. We are about to purchase land and buildings and our
centre will be up and running shortly.
Marilyn taught me that it's not enough to dream. When you dream, you have to dream
big—bigger than you ever thought possible. When you give your dreams full rein, the Universal
Source steps in to make things happen in ways you never could have imagined. As human
beings, we are limited to our human senses. The Source has no limitations. Trust it and let go.
Bev Hanna
Midland, Ontario
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Canada
Beverly J. Hanna Fine Art
www.bevhanna.com

Author
Linda’s Story
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I've known Marilyn via the internet and phone for awhile. A phone conversation last fall
ultimately led me out of a problem and to the right publisher for my latest book.
Since I've known Marilyn, most of my "a ha!" moments have happened in connection
with her—either after a conversation, e-mail exchange…or "simply" going back to her teachings
during a difficult set of circumstances.
I had four books on the market, but the fifth —Reluctant Witness: Robert Taylor,
Hollywood, & Communism—held a special place in my heart. It was a book I'd worked on for
15 years, dedicating much energy, time, money, and heart and soul to its creation. I felt as if I'd
come to really know its subject, Golden Era movie star, Robert Taylor, and it was as if I was
telling the story of a father figure.
When Marilyn and I spoke that night, I'd just "lost" a publisher because of a lack of
meeting of the minds, and I was a bit down. Marilyn, too, was working on a book. She had an
agent and though our books were different, and our situations equally as different, we shared a
common goal—finding a home for a work which, for both of us, came from our soul. This was
deeply personal for both of us.
As mentioned, Marilyn has always been there when those "a ha!" moments have come to
me. This night, as we chatted on the phone, Marilyn said, "Let's manifest a publisher." I believe
this was a Friday night.
I religiously repeated Marilyn's tailor-made affirmation for me that next day, Saturday.
On Sunday, I attended the Baltimore Book Fair. I wasn't familiar with that part of town and
knew only one person there. I was out of my comfort zone and I didn't think it would be a
worthwhile use of my time. Things felt odd, but "something" told me I needed to be there, I
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needed to stay—so I did. I set up my table next to that one familiar person and we chatted as
others entered the auditorium. By the time most were set up, there was one large table still
unoccupied. It was only after the public started filtering in that the table's occupants came into
the room. One woman stood out in front of, literally, an entourage. I eventually learned this
woman was part of a publishing company.
The publishing company was predominantly a romance house and an "invitation only"
publisher, which meant they didn't accept anything not solicited exclusively by them. I visited
the table and talked with the woman, who was the publisher's marketing director, but she was
also an author with her own cult following. She and her presentation were extraordinarily
professional. I was impressed by the entire package. She asked what I wrote and I explained
that I was predominantly a nonfiction author. I told her about my Robert Taylor book and
problems with my previous publisher . . . saying I was now in the market for a new one.
Later that day, she stopped by my table to tell me she had called her publisher about my
book. She encouraged me to submit to the company as they were branching out to nonfiction
and I thanked her for making the effort on my behalf. Less than a week later, I did submit and in
short order, received notification that my book, Reluctant Witness: Robert Taylor, Hollywood, &
Communism, had been accepted for publication.
In less than 48 hours after working with Marilyn to find a publisher, the Universe" had
identified the right publisher. Within two weeks, I had signed a publishing contract. The project
that I had been working on for so many years was put under contract almost immediately after I
started working with Marilyn.
I haven't looked back since and I can see now that this publisher is so much better suited
to not only this book, but to me and my work in general. I signed a multi-book contract with
them and have two more books in the works. One is another biography, Jack Kelly: a Maverick
Life—he was the star of television's Maverick—and the other a novel of "dark romantic
suspense," which, as mentioned, is right up the publisher's alley.
I later built a promo campaign which nearly coincided with the 60th anniversary of
Robert Taylor's appearance in front of the House Un-American Activities Committee and I
enjoyed a cross-country book tour.
I'm a firm believer in Marilyn's take on "the Universe." She has spent many years
studying the Laws and the how those Laws direct everything—literally everything that happens
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in life. If you let her, she will help you de-clutter your thinking so you can see, and feel, your
true path in life…what seems like chance and coincidence will now become the joyous,
delightful day-to-day uncovering of all that the Universe has in store for you!
Marilyn, you certainly teach all of us how to find that pipeline direct to the Divine! I
thank God for sending you into my life…I've learned so much in the time we've known each
other.
Linda J. Alexander
Frederick, MD
www.authorsden.com/lindaalexander
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Magician
Matthew’s Story

Words cannot even describe the amazing transformation in my life since I started applying
the Feel Free to Prosper secrets that Marilyn shares. It's only been a month now since I
completed her course and the results in my life are miraculous.
Just by applying her unique and simple principles each day, I've added thousands of
dollars a month to my income. In fact, I'm set to 10 TIMES my income this year and I'm not
working any harder! I used to think that to increase my prosperity and happiness, it meant I
needed to work harder. Not the case at all! I spend a maximum of 10-15 minutes each day doing
the simple exercises I've learned from Marilyn and that's ALL I'm doing. In fact, I'm no longer
spending any money advertising (I used to spend thousands a month on the Internet) and clients
find me from all over the country.
I knew her teachings absolutely worked when after just one week of applying the first
lesson, I had a major television show call and offer to pay me to appear as a guest on their reality
show! The show has now aired in the U.S. & Canada and it continues to make me money as
people now see me as a TV star instead of “just” a Magician.
Marilyn, I am incredibly grateful for what you've created here. If only everyone were to
apply your simple secrets, this world would truly be a different place. Keep up your magic. It is
the REAL magic in life, not just a trick!
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Matthew James
Named one of American’s Top Magicians
Naples, FL
www.matthewjamesmagic.com
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Photographer and Invitation Studio
Paul and Sara’s Story

Paul
My wife Sara and I launched both our businesses in the spring of 2007. I'm a photographer
and Sara designs calligraphy, invitations and beaded jewelry. A year later we both wanted to
take our businesses to another level and asked Marilyn to mentor us.
We devoted ourselves to the mentoring and absorbed the lesson material right away. I
even listened to the audios while I was running to train for a fundraising marathon. It takes a
little mental focus at first to switch your traditional thinking from 'working hard' all the time to
letting your life and business run smoothly with Marilyn's profound insight.
Marilyn and her teachings planted a seed that began blossoming into a big sturdy tree.
The reputation for both our businesses has grown and we're becoming a strong brand name
around town. This opened many doors to prosperity in our world. The Feel Free to Prosper
program taught us how to think daily and how to receive more in our lives. Many of the
following examples are "out of the blue" occurrences that were a direct result of this new
thinking paradigm. Marilyn teaches her students how to receive. When Sara and I ask for more
business, more wealth, more clients, more accomplished goals and dreams, we are finally
learning how to receive what we ask for.
Both Sara and I attracted more exposure and opportunities for our businesses. Sara's
bridal clients and connections in the wedding industry increased and other vendors became more
aware of her services.
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While mentoring us, Marilyn felt strongly about manifesting publicity for my "Big
Yellow Bus" mobile photography studio. She insisted that my concept was a natural for media
attention. Not long after that, completely out of the blue, I got a feature segment and live
interview on our local CBS morning show!! The video is now on my website and is a great
marketing tool. I also manifested a feature story in the Palm Beach Post.
Here are just some of the other results from Marilyn's teachings…
My photography business is constantly increasing—for weddings, families and children,
and Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, proms and other social events. But the increase in business clients
has been especially significant. While doing Feel Free to Prosper "homework," I manifested a
job for over ten offices throughout North and South Florida—an awesome project that took three
weeks.
I learned that when one door closes, another opens—and it can even open two hours later
and be more profitable than the first one. A company declined my proposal—the excuse was
their budget. Two hours later I got a call out of the blue for dozens of executive headshots for
over ten physicians' offices! Each day, I can't wait to see what's next in the big profit arena for
me. It feels good to attract success.
There has been a noticeable increase in repeat business, which means people love our
work and we have grateful clients.
Fundraising organizations have partnered with our mobile photography studio for mutual
profit. For example, this past Christmas, I took 5000 "Santa" portraits in 14 days. It's gratifying
to realize that thousands of dollars have been transferred to charities as a result of my
photography work.
Sara and I remind each other daily to be thankful for everything we are receiving and will
receive. We're even more grateful for our friends, family, associates, and being able to
contribute to important causes. We are also growing our dream of having foster care children in
our home in the near future.
We are especially thankful for a closer marriage as a result of Marilyn's Feel Free to
Prosper program. We communicate more, we are more in sync, and the "kiss and make up" part
is much quicker now. This September is our 10th wedding anniversary.
We are grateful Marilyn.
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Sara
Before finding Marilyn and her Feel Free to Prosper program, both Paul and I had a
passion for books. Not just any books, but books about success-minded individuals. After we
got married, Paul and I combined our book collection to create a library in our home. Many of
the books told us what to do but Marilyn's teachings taught us how to think. Something clicked
with her lessons and private guidance. Shortly after the mentoring phone sessions began, with
Marilyn's mindset and our desire to advance our businesses and future together, results large and
small trickled into our lives, especially "out of the blue" occurrences.
Paul's mobile studio photography business has grown with new social and business
clients, including executive portraits for a major stock brokerage and for the physicians and staff
of a major healthcare company.
Our ongoing work with the Office Depot Foundation, including Paul's "Santa" photos
during the holidays, has not only created profits for us—it has also contributed substantial
amounts of money to children and family charities, even during the country's extreme economic
downturn.
I decided to give more wholehearted attention to my own invitation, calligraphy and
handcrafted jewelry business, so that Paul and I could diversify our income with both businesses.
An industry professional with whom I had been in contact for two years suddenly started sending
me referrals, which will be ongoing.
Paul and I will soon be celebrating our tenth wedding anniversary. Marilyn's teachings
have also resulted in a closer, smoother relationship in our marriage. We are more in harmony,
even while working together as a "team" in our businesses.
We learned that success is right in front of our nose! With the right mindset, the right
teachings, the right focus, you can do it too. We are glad and grateful that Marilyn is the one
who jumpstarted another spark for our future.
Paul and Sara Finkelstein
Delray Beach, FL
www.paulstevenphotography.com
www.yofidesigns.com
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Home Builder
Valerie’s Story

Something within me has always sensed that life is supposed to be easy and fun and that
there must be a way to actually make this reality work. And yet with over thirty years of
study in spiritual principles, energetic techniques, countless seminars, 100s of self-help books,
and even a degree in parapsychology . . . my search continued.
In addition to my spiritual pursuit . . .
My husband and I own a home building company. At the start of Marilyn’s program, we
had close to a million dollars—all of our assets—invested in completed new homes sitting on the
market. It had been 18 months since our last home sale, which is a considerable length of time to
go with no income. We needed a sale quickly or life as I had become accustomed to living could
change radically. I was diligently using energetic techniques and principles I had learned to turn
my financial situation around . . . but nothing was changing or happening.
. . . And then I came across Marilyn’s Feel Free to Prosper Program.
The basic principles of the program logically made sense to me. And something inside of
me was strongly directing me to try it. So, I did.
Little did I know when I signed up for the program, the magic that was about to unfold. During
the first ten days of the program, almost daily I have received something wonderful from the
Universe—including unexpected dinner invitations, flowers and compliments.
And then, a miracle happened. I got $843,400 in signed sales contracts, with an upcoming
potential of an additional $300,000 sales contract the following week. And this was all within the
first ten days of the program!
What occurred to me was, could this be the key to this reality I’d been searching for?
Could it be that simple? After all my years of study and all the programs and techniques I had
tried, was this actually the key to manifesting?
. . . I continued to follow Marilyn’s program.
The next ten days of Marilyn’s program were interesting. Most of the days were awesome with
all kinds of wonderful things happening. But then I had a really bad day. I was angry and
frustrated. I reread Marilyn’s lessons and for the first time I had the tools to see myself through
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it. Previously, I never had a means to see myself through frustrating times and I’d give up. But
this time was different. I realized through Marilyn’s teachings that what was surfacing were past
programs running in my head that I no longer had to accept as my current reality. I had a choice.
I was being given the opportunity to rewire my subconscious mind and create a new reality. So, I
applied the tools. And with that, the day that followed was magical.
I was staging one of our model homes for a home show and went on a shopping
excursion with my daughter. The day was amazing. It was as if I had a magic genie watching
over me, granting my every wish. I had front door parking at busy shopping centers. Everything I
needed I found easily and most things were discounted. It was a wonderful, fun and incredibly
successful day. That night, I wrote thirty-seven things on my ‘good things that happened’ list. I
could have kept writing, but my hand got tired. So instead, I reread my list. And in so doing,
what I realized was . . . my life had become magical, and magical was my new norm.
And it gets even better. With that acknowledgment I realized that the UNIVERSE has my back.
The creative energy that exists is there for me, supporting me and giving me exactly what I ask
for. And when this realization hit, it was amazing. I instantly knew that anything I want and
anything I need—I've got it. I just need to get my conscious mind and my subconscious mind to
agree on it. It’s no longer . . . I wonder if it will happen. Now it’s more . . . I can’t wait to see
how this one happens. And to know that and to feel that…WOW!
. . . I have now been in the program for about 6 weeks.
My home sales have now reached $1,168,400. I have three more potential customers that upon
closing will add $868,000 to that. Within one week from now, $234,000 of my financial
obligations will be paid in full. And although the financial rewards of Marilyn’s program are
awesome and wonderful, what’s most profound to me is that after all these years of searching, I
believe I have found the key I’ve been looking for. Life can be easy and fun and Marilyn’s easy
and simple tools, when applied, actually make this reality work. Finally . . .
Thank you, Marilyn. I am truly grateful.
Valerie Piotrowski
Beverly Shores, IN
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The Next Inspiring Feel Free to Prosper Student
Now It’s Your Turn

You are here because you are ready to move beyond your present circumstances and
fulfill the potential that you know deep in your heart is within you. You may be a beginner who
yearns to break through a lifetime of struggle to the blissful state of knowing your financial
needs are always met. Or maybe you have reached a certain level of accomplishment but have
not been able to advance further. Perhaps your greatest desire is for direction —to have your
true place in life revealed so that you can profit financially from work that you truly love and
were born to do. You may even be a seasoned seeker with knowledge of the laws but find
something is missing that prevents you from translating your knowledge into practical results.
With the Feel Free to Prosper program, I promise that I will simply and passionately
share my knowledge and experience with you so that you can live a more prosperous, inspiring,
and successful life.
Click here to review the Original Feel Free to Prosper® Programs
www.feelfreetoprosper.com/programs/
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Your Free Gift
Receive Marilyn’s 41-page Special Edition eBook, An Introduction to Universal Laws
and Prosperity Principles—when you subscribe to the free Feel Free to Prosper Newsletter.
www.feelfreetoprosper.com/universal-laws-ebook/

An Introduction to Universal Laws and Prosperity Principles is the perfect
introduction that will enhance your understanding of these profound laws and the prosperity
principles that are the foundation of the legendary Feel Free to Prosper® program. It's filled
with rich content, practical wisdom, prosperity techniques and inspiration. It will raise your
awareness and start you on your journey to grow your prosperity consciousness.
Marilyn is known for her practical, down-to-earth teachings that make these abstract
concepts easy to understand so that you can readily apply them to make striking changes in your
life. Also, if you have seen the movie The Secret but want more specific information to apply the
Law of Attraction and other equally important laws in your life, this eBook is for you.
This is your opportunity to experience Marilyn's wisdom and teaching style while you
learn powerful prosperity principles that you can apply immediately. It will also prepare you for
the traditional Feel Free to Prosper lesson and mentoring program.
Please spread the word and share the news with your friends and contacts so they too can
receive both of these eBooks.
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Marilyn Jenett

Marilyn Jenett is an international prosperity mentor, speaker, and Penguin Random House
author. An accomplished business owner in the corporate arena, she founded the Feel Free to
Prosper® program to mentor and teach others to become aligned with Universal laws and accept
their right to prosper. Thousands have applied her techniques to manifest striking results and
learn to have “the Universe on speed dial.”
Free to Prosper - Two Weeks to Unexpected Income with the Simplest Prosperity Laws
Available, the book based on her teachings, is published by Penguin Random House and
available at booksellers worldwide. www.feelfreetoprosperbook.com
Her fascinating online memoir, Feel Free to Prosper: An Entrepreneurial Memoir of
Synchronicity and Guidance, has attracted over 74,000 readers and extraordinary public
attention, and will also be published soon. For more information, visit
www.FeelFreetoProsper.com
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